Heidi’s

Longarm Quilting Center

Rulers, Templates & Stencils
1007 Calimesa Blvd. Suite E, Calimesa, CA92320, 909-795-2821

Rulers, Templates and Stencils Workshop Supply Sheet and Preparation
It is important to come to class prepared and ready to go. We have a lot of information to cover and steps to go through.
Bring to class with you:


1 small quilt sandwich. Layer together 1 small quilt sandwich and mark out the areas as shown on the diagram below.
Please use a solid fabric or muslin. No printed fabrics you will not be able to see your stitching and it will be difficult to
know where to stich next.



Use a size 90 Quilting needle.



Thread, Use only the best quality quilting thread. For the domestic machine I use So-Fine by Superior threads.



Thread snips, blue water erase marking pen and purple air erase marking pen.



Quilting Gloves



Rulers needed are the Handi-Quilter Versa tool and the 3X12 inch straight edge ruler.



Sewing machine. Have your machine clean and ready to go. Bring your machine manual with you. You will need a
free-motion ruler foot. Your free-motion ruler foot needs to be compatible with using a 1/4 inch ruler. I can special
order ruler feet for any machine. Please email me with your machine make and model.



Don’t forget your power cord and foot peddle. Have a few bobbins wound and ready to go.



Adjust your tension as needed.



An extension table is necessary for ruler style quilting. You will need a table that will extend your level surface to at
least 12 inches.

Please email me with any questions.
Thank you, Heidi
heidistagno@outlook.com
I will bring all of the items on the supply list with me. You can purchase any items that you may need the day of class. If
you pre-order your rulers from me you will get 20% off. Each ruler is $24.99. Price on feet vary according to machine.
Practice Piece

Border

Square-up a piece of fabric to measure 36 X 22
You will create a small “quilt” style practice piece.
You will need backing that is at least 3 inches larger
on all four sides. Place a layer of batting between
the backing and top piece. Baste the layers together
by stitching around the perimeter. Stich 1/2 in
from the cut edge of the top.
Draw out the squares and rectangles to size as indicated on the diagram. Sizes are in inches.
The border should measure 4 inches wide on all four
sides. It is not necessary to piece the practice piece.
You can just use one piece of fabric and draw out
the border and rectangles and squares.
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